Home Learning Week 1 Beginning 3/1/22
What?
Essay practice – Complete the essay practice on lined paper and in timed conditions
12 Markers: (15 mins each)
- Examine the similar ways the President and Prime Minister are held to
account by their legislatures. 12 marks
- Analyse the different ways Presidents and Prime Ministers try to influence
their own political parties.
In your answer you must consider the relevance at least one comparative
theory. 12 marks
Hand it in during our Monday lesson.
Application task
Create a fact file on the following presidents: Bill Clinton, Bush, Obama, Trump, Biden
Include:
• Party and period of presidency
• Major events
• How much power they had
• How effective Congressional oversight of them was.
When complete send a photo of the completed work to
l.stuart@arkjohnkeatsacademy.org
Self-study (Compulsory)
Knowledge organizer section:
Politics Journal
Review a news article or podcast from this week.
Complete the following sections:
1) AO1: What are the key points of the article?
2) AO2: How does this link to anything we have studied/what could this be used as an
example for?
3) AO3: What is your opinion on the issue?
When complete send a photo of the completed work to
l.stuart@arkjohnkeatsacademy.org
Synoptic Revision:
UK Paper 1: Democracy and Participation.
Create a detailed revision resource (flash cards, mind-maps, self-quizzing) that covers
the following:
1. The features, similarities/differences and advantages/disadvantages of
representative and direct democracy.
2. How healthy UK democracy and potential reforms.
3. How the franchise was established (Great Reform Act 1832, 1918, 1928 1969
Representation of the People Acts), including the work of the
Suffragists/suffragettes.
4. Whether the franchise should be extended (votes at 16).
5. How different pressure groups, think tanks, lobbyists and corporations exert
influence and varying methods and influence (including 2 pressure group case
studies).

Time
1 hour

Due?
Mon 10/1

1 hour

Mon 10/1

30 mn
1 hour

Mon 10/1
Mon 10/1

1 hour

Mon 10/1

Complete?

6. How human rights have been developed in the UK (Magna Carta, Human Rights
Act, Equality Act) and how well rights are protected in the UK. (including 2 civil
liberty pressure groups)

Stretch:
Other articles and wider reading can be found here:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1jfhF9rkVg5MvcWGkhO_oMcir9FLvyy0?usp=sharing

Home Learning Week 2 Beginning 10/1/22
What?
Essay practice - Complete the essay practice on lined paper and in timed conditions
UK Source Question (45mins)
Using the source, evaluate the view that there is a participation crisis in the UK. 30
marks

(The source is copied below this table)
Hand it in during our Monday lesson.
Wider Reading
Complete detailed note taking of the weekly articles/reading shared this week.
Your notes should be structured in this way:
• The author and name of the book/article
• Page numbers of each section.
• Subtitles to signal different sections.
• Bullet points / arrows used to introduce new points.
• Key quotes, facts or points highlighted to make obvious.
You may need to sign up for an account using this link: (You’ll need to be connected to
the school wifi):
https://join.ft.com/f72d1685-9c1e-4ff8-84c6-7d963973c019
Application task
Create a detailed timeline of the Supreme Court nominations process.
Include:
1. What happens at each stage?
2. How effective the scrutiny is of the candidate?
3. Examples from recent nominations e.g. Amy Coney Barret.
4. To what extent this process has become too politicised.
When complete send a photo of the completed work to
l.stuart@arkjohnkeatsacademy.org
Self-study (Compulsory)
Knowledge organizer section:
Politics Journal
Review a news article or podcast from this week.
Complete the following sections:
4) AO1: What are the key points of the article?
5) AO2: How does this link to anything we have studied/what could this be used as an
example for?
6) AO3: What is your opinion on the issue?
When complete send a photo of the completed work to
l.stuart@arkjohnkeatsacademy.org
Synoptic Revision:
UK Politics 2: Political Parties

Time
1 hour

Due?
Mon 17/1

1 hour

Mon 17/1

1 hour

Mon 17/1

30 mn
1 hour

Mon 17/12
Mon 17/12

1 hour

Mon 17/12

Complete?

Create a detailed revision resource (flash cards, mind-maps, self-quizzing) that covers
the following:
1. What the functions and features of political parties are, and how they’re
funded.
2. The origins and historical development of the Conservative, Labour and Liberal
Democratic Party.
3. What these parties and two minor parties positions are on the economy, law
and order, welfare and foreign affairs.
4. To what extent minor parties are important in UK politics and the extent to
which we have a multi-party system in the UK.
5. The factors that affect party success including the role of the media.

Stretch:
Other articles and wider reading can be found here:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1jfhF9rkVg5MvcWGkhO_oMcir9FLvyy0?usp=sharing

1. Using the source, evaluate the view that the UK is suffering from a participation crisis. In
your response you must compare the different opinions in the source and use a balance of
knowledge and understanding both arising from the source and beyond it to help you
analyse and evaluate. (30)
Turnout at elections
Low turnouts in UK elections and referendums have become a serious cause for concern.
Many argue that democracy will decline if people do not participate in large numbers.
One proposed solution is to introduce compulsory voting. This has been done in Australia
and turnouts there are now above 90%. Compulsory voting reflects the idea that voting is
a civic duty, so we can justify forcing people to vote. It is also probably true that larger
turnouts will produce a more representative electorate. As things stand in the UK, it is the
elderly who vote in large numbers, while the young tend to stay at home. This distorts the
outcome of elections and referendums.
Falling turnout has accompanied a significant reduction in party membership and
increasing disillusionment with party politics.
However, it can also be said that low turnouts are not as important as we think. Those
who do not vote, it could be said, have voluntarily opted out of the democratic process. It
may also be said that non-voters are likely to be ignorant about political issues. It is also
true that wider political activity is actually on the increase. What is happening is that
increasingly large numbers of people see pressure group activity and participation in
social media campaigns as more meaningful forms of activity.

Home Learning Week 3 Beginning 17/1/22
What?
Essay practice - Complete the essay practice on lined paper and in timed conditions

Time
1 hour

Due?
Mon 24/1

1 hour

Mon 24/1

1 hour

Mon 24/1

30 mn
1 hour

Mon 24/1
Mon 24/1

1 hour

Mon 24/1

12 mark practice on Supreme Court. (15 mins each)
- Examine the varying independence for the Supreme Court in the UK and US.
12 marks
- Analyse the similar ways that the judiciary protects civil rights in the UK and
US.
In your answer you must consider the relevance at least one comparative
theory. 12 marks
Hand it in during our Monday lesson.
Wider Reading
Complete detailed note taking of the weekly articles/reading shared this week.
Your notes should be structured in this way:
• The author and name of the book/article
• Page numbers of each section.
• Subtitles to signal different sections.
• Bullet points / arrows used to introduce new points.
• Key quotes, facts or points highlighted to make obvious.
You may need to sign up for an account using this link: (You’ll need to be connected to
the school wifi):
https://join.ft.com/f72d1685-9c1e-4ff8-84c6-7d963973c019
Application task
Create a mind-map to show the roles, powers and checks and balances of the
President, Legislature and Judiciary in the US.
- First branch: Detailed evidence.
- Second Branch: Explain why they have this role/power/check or balance
- Third Branch: Evaluate how successfully they complete their role/check or
balance.
When complete send a photo of the completed work to
l.stuart@arkjohnkeatsacademy.org
Self-study (Compulsory)
Knowledge organizer section:
Politics Journal
Review a news article or podcast from this week.
Complete the following sections:
7) AO1: What are the key points of the article?
8) AO2: How does this link to anything we have studied/what could this be used as an
example for?
9) AO3: What is your opinion on the issue?
When complete send a photo of the completed work to
l.stuart@arkjohnkeatsacademy.org
Synoptic Revision:
UK Politics 3: Electoral Systems.

Complete?

Create a detailed revision resource (flash cards, mind-maps, self-quizzing) that covers
the following:
1. The features, impact and advantages/disadvantages of FPTP, AMS, STV and SV.
2. Why referendums are called and the impact they’ve had. Debates on whether
they should be used in the UK more.
3. How different electoral systems impact party representation and voter choice.
Stretch:
Other articles and wider reading can be found here:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1jfhF9rkVg5MvcWGkhO_oMcir9FLvyy0?usp=sharing

Home Learning Week 4 Beginning 24/1/22
What?
Essay practice - Complete the essay practice on lined paper and in timed conditions
30 Mark UK Evaluate question (45 mins)
Evaluate the view that proportional representation would improve elections to the
House of Commons. 30 marks.
Hand it in during our Monday lesson.
Wider Reading
Complete detailed note taking of the weekly articles/reading shared this week.

Time
1 hour

Due?
Mon 31/1

1 hour

Mon 31/1

1 hour

Mon 31/1

30 mn
1 hour

Mon 31/1
Mon 31/1

1 hour

Mon 31/1

Your notes should be structured in this way:
• The author and name of the book/article
• Page numbers of each section.
• Subtitles to signal different sections.
• Bullet points / arrows used to introduce new points.
• Key quotes, facts or points highlighted to make obvious.
You may need to sign up for an account using this link: (You’ll need to be connected to
the school wifi):
https://join.ft.com/f72d1685-9c1e-4ff8-84c6-7d963973c019
Application task
Create a detailed fact file on the following landmark cases:
Brown v. Board of Education 1954; Roe v. Wade ’73; Citizens United vs. FEC 2010;
Obergefell vs. Hodges 2015; D.C. vs Heller 2008.
Plus 2 important cases from the current court.
In your fact file include:
2. the key details of the case
3. Why this case was important
4. What it illustrates about the power and role of the Supreme Court.
When complete send a photo of the completed work to
l.stuart@arkjohnkeatsacademy.org
Self-study (Compulsory)
Knowledge organizer section:
Politics Journal
Review a news article or podcast from this week.
Complete the following sections:
AO1: What are the key points of the article?
AO2: How does this link to anything we have studied/what could this be used as an
example for?
AO3: What is your opinion on the issue?
When complete send a photo of the completed work to
l.stuart@arkjohnkeatsacademy.org
Synoptic Revision:
UK Politics 4 – Voting Behaviour
Create a detailed revision resource (flash cards, mind-maps, self-quizzing) that covers
the following:

Complete?

1. Case studies of the 1979, 1997 and 2019 general election. (candidates, results,
campaigns, voting behaviour).
2. The factors that influenced the results:
a. political factors (manifestos, campaign techniques, wider political
context)
b. Class-based voting and partisanship/voting attachment
c. Social factors: gender, age, ethnicity, region.
3. The influence of the media on politics, including the role of opinion polls,
media bias and persuasion.

Stretch:
Other articles and wider reading can be found here:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1jfhF9rkVg5MvcWGkhO_oMcir9FLvyy0?usp=sharing

Home Learning Week 5 Beginning 31/1/22
What?
Essay practice - Complete the essay practice on lined paper and in timed conditions
USA Essay question 45 mins:
Evaluate the view that the checks by Congress on the President in foreign policy are
ineffective.
Hand it in during our Monday lesson.
Wider Reading
Complete detailed note taking of the weekly articles/reading shared this week.

Time
1 hour

Due?
Mon 7/2

1 hour

Mon 7/2

1 hour

Mon 7/2

30 mn
1 hour

Mon 7/2
Mon 7/2

1 hour

Mon 7/2

Your notes should be structured in this way:
• The author and name of the book/article
• Page numbers of each section.
• Subtitles to signal different sections.
• Bullet points / arrows used to introduce new points.
• Key quotes, facts or points highlighted to make obvious.
You may need to sign up for an account using this link: (You’ll need to be connected to
the school wifi):
https://join.ft.com/f72d1685-9c1e-4ff8-84c6-7d963973c019
Application task
Create a detailed A4 mind-map around the question: To what extent are racial rights
protected in the US?
Include the following topics:
1. Affirmative Action
2. Representation
3. Interest groups
4. Voting
First branch: Detailed evidence.
Second Branch: Explain how this impacted racial rights
Third Branch: Evaluate how successfully this tactic was in achieving racial equality.
When complete send a photo of the completed work to
l.stuart@arkjohnkeatsacademy.org
Self-study (Compulsory)
Knowledge organizer section:
Politics Journal
Review a news article or podcast from this week.
Complete the following sections:
10) AO1: What are the key points of the article?
11) AO2: How does this link to anything we have studied/what could this be used as an
example for?
12) AO3: What is your opinion on the issue?
When complete send a photo of the completed work to
l.stuart@arkjohnkeatsacademy.org
Synoptic Revision:
UK Government 1: The Constitution.

Complete?

Create a detailed revision resource (flash cards, mind-maps, self-quizzing) that covers
the following:
1. How the UK constitution developed: (Magna Carta, Bill of Rights, Act of
Settlement, Acts of Union, Parliament Acts, European Communities Act.
2. The nature of the UK constitution (unentrenched, uncodified and unitary,
parliamentary sovereignty and the rule of law.
3. The 5 sources of the UK constitution
4. Developments in the Constitution since 1997: H of L reform, devolution, HRA,
Supreme Court, Fixed term parliaments, Brexit.
5. The role and powers of devolved bodies in the UK.
6. To what extent the reforms (in section 4) should be extended; Should the UK
constitution become codified?
Stretch:
Other articles and wider reading can be found here:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1jfhF9rkVg5MvcWGkhO_oMcir9FLvyy0?usp=sharing

Home Learning Week 6 Beginning 7/2/22
What?
Essay practice - Complete the essay practice on lined paper and in timed conditions
Using the source, evaluate the view that the logical next step after devolution to
Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland is the devolution of further power to England.
In your response you must:
• Compare the different opinions in the source
• Consider the view and alternative view in a balanced way.
(30 marks)
Source is below.
Hand it in during our Monday lesson.
Wider Reading
Complete detailed note taking of the weekly articles/reading shared this week.

Time
1 hour

Due?
Tue 22/2

1 hour

Tue 22/2

1 hour

Tue 22/2

30 mn
1 hour

Tue 22/2
Tue 22/2

Your notes should be structured in this way:
• The author and name of the book/article
• Page numbers of each section.
• Subtitles to signal different sections.
• Bullet points / arrows used to introduce new points.
• Key quotes, facts or points highlighted to make obvious.
You may need to sign up for an account using this link: (You’ll need to be connected to
the school wifi):
https://join.ft.com/f72d1685-9c1e-4ff8-84c6-7d963973c019
Application task
Create a detailed timeline of the Presidential nominations process. (constitutional
requirements, invisible primary, primaries and caucuses, conventions, TV debates,
General election, electoral college)
Include:
1. What happens at each stage?
2. How effective the scrutiny is of the candidate?
3. Examples from recent campaigns.
4. The strength and weakness of each stage
When complete send a photo of the completed work to
l.stuart@arkjohnkeatsacademy.org
Self-study (Compulsory)
Knowledge organizer section:
Politics Journal
Review a news article or podcast from this week.
Complete the following sections:
13) AO1: What are the key points of the article?
14) AO2: How does this link to anything we have studied/what could this be used as an
example for?
15) AO3: What is your opinion on the issue?

Complete?

When complete send a photo of the completed work to
l.stuart@arkjohnkeatsacademy.org
Synoptic Revision:
UK Government: Parliament
Create a detailed revision resource (flash cards, mind-maps, self-quizzing) that covers
the following:

Stretch:
Other articles and wider reading can be found here:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1jfhF9rkVg5MvcWGkhO_oMcir9FLvyy0?usp=sharing

1 hour

Tue 22/2

Using the source, evaluate the view that the logical next step after devolution to Scotland, Wales and
Northern Ireland is the devolution of further power to England.
In your response you must:
•
•

Compare the different opinions in the source
Consider the view and alternative view in a balanced way.

(30 marks)

Home Learning Week 7 Beginning 21/2/22
What?
Essay practice
12 mark questions on Democracy and Participation.
- Examine the different levels of party loyalty within political parties in the UK
and US. 12 marks
- Analyse ways in which party funding is similar in the US and UK.
In your answer you must consider the relevance at least one comparative
theory. 12 marks
Hand it in during our Monday lesson.
Wider Reading
Complete detailed note taking of the weekly articles/reading shared this week.

Time
1 hour

Due?
Mon 28/2

1 hour

Mon 28/2

1 hour

Mon 28/2

30 mn
1 hour

Mon 28/2
Mon 28/2

Your notes should be structured in this way:
• The author and name of the book/article
• Page numbers of each section.
• Subtitles to signal different sections.
• Bullet points / arrows used to introduce new points.
• Key quotes, facts or points highlighted to make obvious.
You may need to sign up for an account using this link: (You’ll need to be connected to
the school wifi):
https://join.ft.com/f72d1685-9c1e-4ff8-84c6-7d963973c019
Application task
Create a summary overview of the Republican and Democrat party in America.
Include:
1. Important figures in the party
2. Their views on the following issues: the Economy, social issues, healthcare,
guns and other significant areas
3. What different factions/groups there are in each party.
4. Typical votes/support
In your answer use recent examples e.g. from the 2020 presidential election or recent
Congress.
When complete send a photo of the completed work to
l.stuart@arkjohnkeatsacademy.org
Self-study (Compulsory)
Knowledge organizer section:
Politics Journal
Review a news article or podcast from this week.
Complete the following sections:
16) AO1: What are the key points of the article?
17) AO2: How does this link to anything we have studied/what could this be used as an
example for?
18) AO3: What is your opinion on the issue?
When complete send a photo of the completed work to
l.stuart@arkjohnkeatsacademy.org

Complete?

Synoptic Revision:
UK Government 3: Prime Minister
Create a detailed revision resource (flash cards, mind-maps, self-quizzing) that covers
the following:

Stretch:
Other articles and wider reading can be found here:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1jfhF9rkVg5MvcWGkhO_oMcir9FLvyy0?usp=sharing

1 hour

Mon 28/2

Home Learning Week 8 Beginning 28/2/22
What?
Essay practice - Complete the essay practice on lined paper and in timed conditions
(45 mins)
Evaluate the view that Parliament’s ability to limit the power of the Prime Minister
has increased in recent years. 30 marks
Hand it in during our Monday lesson.
Wider Reading
Complete detailed note taking of the weekly articles/reading shared this week.

Time
1 hour

Due?
Mon 7/3

1 hour

Mon 7/3

1 hour

Mon 7/3

30 mn
1 hour

Mon 7/3
Mon 7/3

1 hour

Mon 7/3

Your notes should be structured in this way:
• The author and name of the book/article
• Page numbers of each section.
• Subtitles to signal different sections.
• Bullet points / arrows used to introduce new points.
• Key quotes, facts or points highlighted to make obvious.
You may need to sign up for an account using this link: (You’ll need to be connected to
the school wifi):
https://join.ft.com/f72d1685-9c1e-4ff8-84c6-7d963973c019
Application task
Create a detailed A4 mind-map around the question: What role do interest groups have
in America?
Include the following topics:
1. Different forms of interest groups
2. Methods interest groups use to achieve their aim
3. Factors that influence Interest group success.
First branch: Detailed evidence.
Second Branch: Explain how this impacts US politics
When complete send a photo of the completed work to
l.stuart@arkjohnkeatsacademy.org
Self-study (Compulsory)
Knowledge organizer section:
Politics Journal
Review a news article or podcast from this week.
Complete the following sections:
19) AO1: What are the key points of the article?
20) AO2: How does this link to anything we have studied/what could this be used as an
example for?
21) AO3: What is your opinion on the issue?
When complete send a photo of the completed work to
l.stuart@arkjohnkeatsacademy.org
Synoptic Revision:
UK Government 4.
Create a detailed revision resource (flash cards, mind-maps, self-quizzing) that covers
the following:

Complete?

Stretch:
Other articles and wider reading can be found here:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1jfhF9rkVg5MvcWGkhO_oMcir9FLvyy0?usp=sharing

Home Learning Week 9 Beginning 7/3/22
What?
Essay practice - Complete the essay practice on lined paper and in timed conditions
(45 mins)

30 Marker USA: Democracy and Participation.
Evaluate the view that president is the most important influence on the ideas and
policies of the main parties in America. 30 marks.
Hand it in during our Monday lesson.
Wider Reading
Complete detailed note taking of the weekly articles/reading shared this week.

Time
1 hour

Due?
Mon 14/3

1 hour

Mon 14/3

1 hour

Mon 14/3

30 mn
1 hour

Mon 14/3
Mon 14/3

1 hour

Mon 14/3

Your notes should be structured in this way:
• The author and name of the book/article
• Page numbers of each section.
• Subtitles to signal different sections.
• Bullet points / arrows used to introduce new points.
• Key quotes, facts or points highlighted to make obvious.
You may need to sign up for an account using this link: (You’ll need to be connected to
the school wifi):
https://join.ft.com/f72d1685-9c1e-4ff8-84c6-7d963973c019
Application task
Revision mat 1
When complete send a photo of the completed work to
l.stuart@arkjohnkeatsacademy.org
Self-study (Compulsory)
Knowledge organizer section:
Politics Journal
Review a news article or podcast from this week.
Complete the following sections:
22) AO1: What are the key points of the article?
23) AO2: How does this link to anything we have studied/what could this be used as an
example for?
24) AO3: What is your opinion on the issue?
When complete send a photo of the completed work to
l.stuart@arkjohnkeatsacademy.org
Synoptic Revision:
Liberalism:
Create a detailed revision resource (flash cards, mind-maps, self-quizzing) that covers
the following:

Complete?

Stretch:
Other articles and wider reading can be found here:

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1jfhF9rkVg5MvcWGkhO_oMcir9FLvyy0?usp=sharing

Home Learning Week 10 Beginning 14/3/22
What?
Essay practice - Complete the essay practice on lined paper and in timed conditions
(30 mins)

To what extent do Liberals have conflicting views on how to organize the economy?
24 marks.
Hand it in during our Monday lesson.
Wider Reading
Complete detailed note taking of the weekly articles/reading shared this week.
Your notes should be structured in this way:
• The author and name of the book/article
• Page numbers of each section.
• Subtitles to signal different sections.
• Bullet points / arrows used to introduce new points.
• Key quotes, facts or points highlighted to make obvious.
You may need to sign up for an account using this link: (You’ll need to be connected to
the school wifi):
https://join.ft.com/f72d1685-9c1e-4ff8-84c6-7d963973c019
Application task
Revision mat 2
When complete send a photo of the completed work to
l.stuart@arkjohnkeatsacademy.org

Self-study (Compulsory)
Knowledge organizer section:
Politics Journal
Review a news article or podcast from this week.
Complete the following sections:
25) AO1: What are the key points of the article?
26) AO2: How does this link to anything we have studied/what could this be used as an
example for?
27) AO3: What is your opinion on the issue?
When complete send a photo of the completed work to
l.stuart@arkjohnkeatsacademy.org
Synoptic Revision:
Socialism
Create a detailed revision resource (flash cards, mind-maps, self-quizzing) that covers
the following:

Time
1 hour

Due?
Mon 21/3

1 hour

Mon 21/3

1 hour

Mon 21/3

30 mn
1 hour

Mon 21/3
Mon 21/3

1 hour

Mon 21/3

Complete?

Stretch:
Other articles and wider reading can be found here:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1jfhF9rkVg5MvcWGkhO_oMcir9FLvyy0?usp=sharing

Home Learning Week 11 Beginning 21/3/22
What?
Essay practice - Complete the essay practice on lined paper and in timed conditions
(45 mins)
Evaluate the view that the actions of the Supreme Court have done more than
Congress to improve the rights of minorities in America. 30 marks
30 marker practice.
Hand it in during our Monday lesson.
Wider Reading
Complete detailed note taking of the weekly articles/reading shared this week.

Time
1 hour

Due?
Mon 28/3

1 hour

Mon 28/3

1 hour

Mon 28/3

30 mn
1 hour
1 hour

Mon 28/3
Mon 28/3
Mon 28/3

Your notes should be structured in this way:
• The author and name of the book/article
• Page numbers of each section.
• Subtitles to signal different sections.
• Bullet points / arrows used to introduce new points.
• Key quotes, facts or points highlighted to make obvious.
You may need to sign up for an account using this link: (You’ll need to be connected to
the school wifi):
https://join.ft.com/f72d1685-9c1e-4ff8-84c6-7d963973c019
Application task
Revision mat 3
When complete send a photo of the completed work to
l.stuart@arkjohnkeatsacademy.org

Self-study (Compulsory)
Knowledge organizer section:
Politics Journal
Synoptic Revision:
Conservatism
Create a detailed revision resource (flash cards, mind-maps, self-quizzing) that covers
the following:

Complete?

Stretch:
Other articles and wider reading can be found here:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1jfhF9rkVg5MvcWGkhO_oMcir9FLvyy0?usp=sharing

Home Learning Week 12 Beginning 28/3/22
What?
Essay practice - Complete the essay practice on lined paper and in timed conditions
(30 mins)
To what extent is there more to unite than divide social democrats from members of
the Third Way. 24 marks.
Hand it in during our Monday lesson.
Wider Reading
Complete detailed note taking of the weekly articles/reading shared this week.

Time
1 hour

Due?
Mon 19/4

1 hour

Mon 19/4

1 hour

Mon 19/4

30 mn
1 hour
1 hour

Mon 19/4
Mon 19/4
Mon 19/4

Your notes should be structured in this way:
• The author and name of the book/article
• Page numbers of each section.
• Subtitles to signal different sections.
• Bullet points / arrows used to introduce new points.
• Key quotes, facts or points highlighted to make obvious.
You may need to sign up for an account using this link: (You’ll need to be connected to
the school wifi):
https://join.ft.com/f72d1685-9c1e-4ff8-84c6-7d963973c019
Application task
Revision mat 4
When complete send a photo of the completed work to
l.stuart@arkjohnkeatsacademy.org

Self-study (Compulsory)
Knowledge organizer section:
Politics Journal
Synoptic Revision:
Feminism
Create a detailed revision resource (flash cards, mind-maps, selfquizzing) that covers the following:

Complete?

Stretch:
Other articles and wider reading can be found here:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1jfhF9rkVg5MvcWGkhO_oMcir9FLvyy0?usp=sharing

